People are constantly faced with uncertainty. We can only estimate how likely we are to catch the flu this season, to experience medication side effects, or to miss the morning train. To judge how likely an event is to occur, information may be recalled from a variety of sources. In this article, we discuss such sources as belonging to one of two categories: statistical or individual. We aim to show that this distinction is useful when predicting how people will judge the likelihood of an event's occurrence.
who" (Stanovich, 2001 ), reasoning. "Person who" reasoning occurs when one discounts statistical information in light of a conflicting personal anecdote. For example, one may doubt a report stating that employment is on the rise, because he knows a "person who" can't find a job. This type of reasoning is problematic, because it runs counter to the law of large numbers. According to both the weak and strong versions of the law, a population mean is generally better approximated by a large, rather than a small, sample from a population. Sedlmeier and Gigerenzer (1997) argued that other mathematical theorems, rather than the law of large numbers, are more appropriate for justifying sample size use as normative. Nevertheless, the overall picture is the same: Sample size is a normatively relevant factor, but it is commonly overlooked. In the Volvo-Saab scenario, there is more reason to believe that the Consumer Reports data provide a reliable estimate of car soundness, because they are based on a larger sample than the information provided by the Caldwells' friends. From this viewpoint, the Fong et al. (1986) subjects should have explained that the Volvo is a better choice than the Saab because there is more evidence to support this hypothesis than the other way around, but they did not.
In a similar study, Nisbett, Krantz, Jepson, and Kunda (1983) asked subjects to read about David, who is considering attending either a liberal arts college or an Ivy League university. Subjects read that David has friends at each school and that his friends at the liberal arts college report more positive experiences at their school than do his friends at the Ivy League university. However, subjects then read that David visited each school for a day. At the liberal arts school, David is described as having a couple humans track at least some types of event frequencies automatically (Hasher & Zacks, 1984) . Hasher, Zacks, and colleagues have conducted numerous experiments showing that humans automatically track word frequency (Hasher & Zacks, 1984; Hasher, Zacks, Rose, & Sanft, 1987; Zacks, Hasher, & Sanft, 1982) . This ability appears to be a core cognitive mechanism (Gelman, 1996) , an assumption consistent with Zacks's (1979, 1984) failure to find any individual differences between people of different ages and Zacks et al.'s failure to find an effect of intelligence.
If online frequency tracking extends broadly to many domains, it may explain why humans appear to place more weight on a few testimonials than on large-sample statistical summary data. Say, for example, that one tracks the frequency of instances in which she has heard information about Volvos. Suppose also that such information comes from both individual and statistical sources. If each encounter with the relevant information is encoded regardless of sample size, we can predict that information from individuals will be overrepresented relative to statistical data. In other words, if one talks to two Volvo owners who have had negative experiences with their cars, and also reads a report about thousands of Volvo owners who generally liked their cars, the person will have two instances in mind that are negative and only one that is positive. Of course, higher level cognition could override such a mechanism that ignores sample size, but we will suggest that the frequency count of raw encounters can play an important role in situations in which statistical data are compared with information from a few contrasting personal sources.
Here, we present three experiments in which we show that encounter frequency does indeed affect how likely people think events are to occur.
ExpErimENt 1
In Experiment 1, we manipulated encounter frequency by varying whether information about individuals was serial or simultaneous. If information about, say, four individuals were presented serially, it would result in four encounters, but if it were presented simultaneously, it should be encoded as only one encounter and consequently would have less impact on the final inference.
method Subjects
For course credit, 200 undergraduates served as subjects.
materials and procedure
In small groups in a lab, subjects completed paper questionnaires. These included scenarios wherein a person was described as considering a choice with an uncertain outcome-for example, "Andrea will buy a stereo and wants to know how likely it is to break within a year because she could buy an extended warranty." After each description in the same spirit, subjects read a statistic indicting that the event of interest is rare (e.g., "of 1,000 stereos, 30, or 3%, broke within a year"). The statistics in the scenarios ranged from 1% to 6%. Subjects then read about individual cases, in which 75% of a small number of people experienced the event. These individual cases were presented either in a serial or a summarized format. The summarized format gave the outcome frequency in a single statement-for example, "Andrea talks to four stereo owners and three of their stereos broke of negative experiences, whereas at the Ivy League school a few different positive experiences are described. After reading about the experiences of David and his friends, nearly three quarters of the subjects indicated that David should attend the Ivy League school. Thus, the information about David's single day of experiences was favored over the many experiences summarized by David's friends. Once again, subjects' choices were consistent with the small-sample personal information rather than with the choice favored by more data. Ubel, Jepson, and Baron (2001) have also shown the strong effects of a couple of testimonials relative to statistical data. They provided subjects with a description of the heart condition angina, followed by two possible medical treatments. The first treatment, angioplasty, was described as a procedure only 50% effective but with a short recovery period. The second treatment, bypass surgery, was described as requiring much more recovery time than the angioplasty, but being 75% effective. After reading this information, some subjects were simply asked which treatment they would prefer if they had angina; 58% indicated that they would choose to have the bypass surgery. Another group of subjects received four testimonials in addition to the statistical information. Two of the testimonials described the experiences of people who chose the angioplasty treatment, one with a positive outcome in which the treatment worked, and the other with a negative outcome, in which the treatment was not effective. The other two testimonials were about two individuals who chose bypass surgery: One had a successful outcome, and one did not. When asked which treatment they would choose, only 30% of subjects receiving this additional information now indicated that they would choose the bypass surgery treatment. As with the previous experiments described, subjects' choices appear to have been greatly affected by a small number of anecdotes that countered large-sample statistical data. Together, these findings raise the question: Why do people appear to overlook valuable sample size information? Ubel et al. (2001) suggested that information from individuals is different from statistical data in that it is more personal and affective. They suggested that this difference may make testimonials more salient than statistical data. When one relays the story of one's car breaking down, one usually provides a vivid account, which leads to stronger information encoding relative to dry statistical data referring to the same event (Fagerlin, Wang, & Ubel, 2005) . This could explain why subjects give explanations (Fong et al., 1986) and make judgments (Nisbett et al., 1983 ) that appear ignorant of sample size considerations. Clearly, affect is an important factor that influences memory and judgment (Loewenstein, Weber, Hsee, & Welch, 2001) .
However, another factor that distinguishes statistical from individual data is the frequency of encounters with exemplars from the kind in question. People get information from other people they talk to in sequence. This means they have numerous encounters for a given domain or topic. This is in stark contrast to statistical information, which sums up many instances of the domain at once, making for only one encounter, from the subject's viewpoint. This is a potentially relevant distinction, because we know that
The pattern of reliable effects was consistent with our prediction that individuals' use of data is influenced by whether it is presented in a summarized or a serial format.
percentage Estimates
We examined percentage estimate responses first in an ANOVA that excluded the 0-individual condition. This included the 2 (encounter format) × 2 (number) experimental manipulations, plus our Latin square (5 conditions) and 3 dichotomous counterbalancing factors described above. This analysis showed an effect of encounter format [F(1,157) 5 9.64, p 5 .0023, η 2 p 5 .0578]. Thus, subjects' estimates of the percentage chance of an event's occurring were greater when the individual data indicating the event to be common were presented in a serial, rather than a summarized, fashion. Also, subjects judged the percentage chance of an event to be higher when they received information that conflicted with the low statistic from 16, rather than 4, individuals [F(1,157) 5 25.71, p , .0001, η 2 p 5 .1407]. These main effects are shown in Figure 1 . Additionally, presentation format and number interacted [F(1,157) 5 4.40, p 5 .0376, η 2 p 5 .0273] in such a way that the effect of the serial presentation was greater when information from 16 rather than 4 individuals was provided. This interaction was qualified by a three-way interaction with version as well [F(4,157) 5 2.86, p 5 .0252, η 2 p 5 .0680], indicating that the scenario in which the conditions were embedded affected the relationship between presentation format and number. These results are summarized in Table 1 .
Next, we examined all conditions, including the 0-individual condition, and confirmed that subjects treated the five conditions differently [F(4,620) within a year." The serial format stated each individual's outcome one by one, but without providing any additional information-for example, "The first person said her stereo broke within a year. The second person . . ." and so on. To reduce any memory effects, these individual outcomes were given as separate lines on the same sheet of paper so that subjects could view all pieces of information at once. Subjects then indicated how likely the person in the scenario was to experience the event described (e.g., Andrea's stereo breaking within a year) by responding with two dependent measures. First, they marked a point on a 9-point rating scale ranging from extremely unlikely to extremely likely; then they estimated the percentage chance (e.g., 30%) of the individual's experiencing the event. (These two dependent measures gave highly similar results, so we discuss only the percentage chance measure in the Results section.) Additionally, subjects were asked to explain how they reached their conclusions. These responses were later coded for content favoring statistical or individual information, use of statistical or individual sample size, expressing uncertainty, and failure to interpret the scenario as intended. Finally, subjects were given a numeracy questionnaire similar to that used by Lipkus, Samsa, and Rimer (2001) .
Design
In addition to encounter format (serial, summary), we manipulated the number of individuals (0, 4, 16) within subjects to examine the potential role of sample size. Encounter format was crossed with the number of individuals in a 2 3 2 1 1 design to make five conditions. The conditions were crossed with five scenarios (e.g., Andrea and her stereo) in a Latin-square design. Therefore, each subject read five scenarios, each providing a statistic indicating an event to be rare, followed either by no other information (i.e., 0-individual condition) or by information from 4 or 16 individuals, which was presented in either a serial or a summary fashion. We manipulated the presentation order of these scenarios on the basis of three dichotomous factors that we hypothesized could affect responses. This resulted in eight different orderings.
The first factor was whether the 0-individual condition, in which only statistical information was given, was seen before or after the four other conditions. We were concerned that subjects might pay extra attention to the statistical information in subsequent scenarios if this condition was seen first; therefore, half the subjects saw the 0-individual condition first and half saw it last. Next, we varied whether subjects saw the serial conditions before or after the summarized conditions. We were concerned that subjects would notice this change in presentation format and suppress any tendency they might have to give greater weighting to serially presented information. Finally, we manipulated whether subjects saw one of the 4-individual conditions before or after a 16-individual condition. Crossing the five conditions from the Latin square with the eight orders resulted in 40 versions of the questionnaire. We collected data from five groups of the 40 versions, resulting in 200 subjects total.
Our main prediction was that subjects would estimate events to be more likely when the individual information was presented serially than when it was summarized. We expected subjects' explanations to correlate with their responses so that higher estimates would correspond to comments on the value of the individual information and the number of individuals providing counter cases. We predicted that numeracy would be negatively correlated with higher percentage estimates, which indicate a failure to account for the sample size of the statistical information.
results
The percentage estimate data were skewed and trimodal with modes around the statistical values given in the scenarios (e.g., 3%), 50%, and 75%. A power transformation of the data partially addressed these issues but yielded the same pattern of results as did analyses of the raw data. Thus, we simply report analyses of the untransformed data. that they valued the statistical data but that they also felt they should consider the individual information. Such a comment was coded as favoring both types of information, which may have led to this relationship. Subjects who gave higher percentage estimates were not inclined to mention the statistical sample size (r 5 2.61), but to point out the number of individuals described in the scenario (r 5 .43). They also tended to express more uncertainty in their reasons (r 5 .23) and to score lower on the numeracy measure (r 5 2.41) than did subjects less biased by the individual counterexamples. The beta weights and r values in Table 2 depict the extent to which the six coded factors for subjects' reasons and subjects' numeracy levels predicted the percentage estimates that subjects assigned to the scenarios.
Additionally, we correlated subjects' sensitivity to encounter format with their numeracy. We quantified sensitivity to encounter format by subtracting each subject's average percentage estimate for the two serial scenarios from their average percentage estimate for the two summarized scenarios. These difference scores were not correlated with subjects' numeracy scores (r 5 .06, p 5 .3962). Thus, subjects' bias to give greater weight to information presented piece by piece appears to be independent of numerical ability.
Discussion
This first experiment demonstrated an effect of encounter format: Subjects' likelihood estimates were higher when the individual information was presented serially than when the same information was summarized. Thus, when there were many encounters indicating that an event was common, subjects rated the event as more likely than when there were few encounters contrasting with the low statistic. This result is especially interesting, because the difference between the encounter format conditions, serial and summarized, was minimal. When the outcomes of the 4 and 16 individuals were presented serially, they were written in such a way that each was stated on a single line on the same page. When these same data were summarized, they were presented together in a sentence. The difference between these two conditions is minuscule, compared with the analogous real-life situations into which we are trying to gain insight. One such example is when one receives information from talking to several different people serially, rather than reading about a study in a newspaper. However, even with our controlled smallscale manipulation, we demonstrated an effect of encounter frequency.
In addition to this main finding, we found that subjects were so sensitive to the number of counter cases that they judged events to be much more likely when there was any such information from individuals. This large leap, as seen in Figure 1 , is shown by the difference in subjects' estimates when there were 0 rather than 4 or 16 individuals providing information, in addition to the statistic. Also, subjects were so sensitive to the number of counter cases that they judged an event to be more likely to occur if 12 out of 16, rather than 3 out of 4, people reported experiencing the event of interest. Given that the statistic in each scenario summa-
Explanations of Chance Estimates and Numeracy Data
Subjects' explanations of their percentage estimates were coded by a research assistant. There was 92% agreement between the assistant's coding and a subset of the responses coded by the first author. We used a mixed regression model to examine the extent to which subjects' explanations and numeracy levels predicted responses on percentage measure. Responses from the 0-individual condition were excluded, since some of the response codes were not applicable to this condition.
Subjects who judged events to be more likely showed a tendency to comment on the usefulness of the individual data (r 5 .36). Surprisingly, subjects who gave higher estimates also showed a slight tendency to claim that the statistical data were useful (r 5 .18). A qualitative look at the responses showed that some subjects would explain .06 Note-A mixed model regression analysis yielded beta weights with corresponding dfs and t statistics. The r 2 s reported here were derived using the formula r 2 5 t 2 / (t 2 1 df ). Favor stat, statistical information useful and/or better than the individual information. Favor indiv, individual information useful and/or better than the statistical information. Stat N, statistical sample size (e.g., 1,000 people) or probability (e.g., 2%) mentioned. Indiv N, individual sample size (e.g., 4 people) or probability (e.g., 75%) mentioned. Uncertain, mentions being uncertain about the chances of the event's occurring. Fail, fails to interpret the problem as intended. ** p , .0001. Note-The ANOVA included all main effects and interactions and excluded the 0-individual condition. Only the interactions of interest are shown here. These additional interactions were observed:
method Subjects
For course credit, 417 undergraduates served as subjects.
materials and procedure
This was an Internet-based experiment. We replicated the first experiment by manipulating encounter format (serial, summary) and number of individuals (4, 16) within subjects. These factors were crossed to make four conditions, which were then crossed in a Latin square with four scenarios. (The 0-individual condition was not used in this experiment.) The presentation order of the four scenarios was counterbalanced across subjects. Again, we asked subjects to indicate how likely they thought the event of interest was to occur by marking a point on a 9-point rating scale and by providing a percentage estimate (e.g., 10%). Again, these two measures gave nearly identical results; we report only the percentage data.
In addition to these original factors, two new variables were manipulated. The presentation order of the statistical and individual information within a scenario was varied between subjects. Thus, half of the subjects always read the statistical information at the start of each scenario, followed by the individual information, as in Experiment 1, whereas the other half always received the individual information before the statistical. Each piece of information was presented on a different Web page, such that the serial condition with 4 individuals consisted of 5 pages, 1 giving statistical information and 4 pages for the 4 individuals. This design should have boosted any recency effect, relative to the first experiment, for subjects in the statistics-first condition because in the serially presented scenarios the statistical information was presented 5 or 17 Web pages prior to the response page with the dependent measures. In contrast, when subjects were reading the summarized scenarios, the statistical information was only 2 Web pages back, because the information from individuals was summarized on a single page. If the difference between the serial and summary conditions in Experiment 1 can be explained by a recency effect, we should not expect to replicate the encounter frequency finding with subjects in the individual-information-first condition.
Next, we manipulated the emotionality of the serially presented individual information, such that one group of subjects received individual information with no emotional content, as was the case in our first experiment, whereas the other group received more descriptive testimonials describing how the event of interest in the scenario did or did not occur. For example, in the scenario in which Andrea talks to stereo owners because she is trying to learn how likely a stereo is to break, testimonials like the following were used:
The first person reported, "The Sony stereo I bought for my niece stopped working not long after I gave it to her. I felt bad that her gift didn't last longer." The next person said, "I've been very happy with my Sony stereo. I use it every morning while I'm getting ready for school. It is still working great and I've had it for a number of years." The third person explained, "My Sony stereo gave me trouble not long after I bought it. I was using it to listen to lectures I recorded from my classes and it stopped working right when I was reviewing for an exam."
This manipulation allowed us to experimentally examine the assumption made by other researchers: that the emotional salience of individual testimonial information plays a role in this type of information's being given greater weight than statistical data.
Finally, we collected individual differences data. As in Experiment 1, we asked subjects to complete a short numeracy questionnaire which included converting among probabilities, proportions, and percentages. In addition to this, we used Frederick's (2005) cognitive reflection test (CRT), and asked subjects their gender, SAT quantitative (SAT-Q) score, and whether they had ever taken a statistics class or had had lessons in probability theory.
rized at least 1,000 people's experiences, these increases in likelihood judgments are extreme. If only 3% of 10,000 people experience Event A, additional information about the outcomes of 4 or 16 people should matter little.
Also, encounter frequency and number of individuals interacted, so that the effect of the serial presentation was greater when there were 16 rather than 4 individuals. This interaction is consistent with our account that subjects are tracking the number of encounters they have with information relevant to an event. 2 Subjects were asked to explain how they decided the chances of each event's occurrence. Of the six coding factors that we employed, three accounted for the most variance. Subjects who commented on the value of the individual data, and mentioned the number of such counter cases, tended to give higher estimates, whereas those who mentioned the statistical sample size tended to give lower ones.
Finally, we found a relationship between subjects' numerical abilities and their evaluation of how likely an event was to occur. More numerate subjects gave lower estimates, indicating that they were less influenced than were less numerate subjects by the small number of counter cases provided by the individual information. It is interesting to note that we failed to find a relationship between numeracy and sensitivity to encounter format; that is, numerate subjects' event likelihood estimates were as biased by the serial presentation as were the estimates of those lower in numeracy.
In summary, these results indicate that serial presentation causes an increase in the weight given to information. We suggest that this is because encounter frequency is tracked by a low-level cognitive system, so therefore serial presentation leads to increases in the number of instances acquired in a category. One possible challenge to our finding is that a recency effect is responsible for this result. If subjects' responses were primarily based on the last few pieces of information that they had read, we would predict that they would be more influenced by the individual information when it is spread out in the serial condition than when it is summarized. This is because in the summarized case subjects read statistical information followed by a single summary statement, whereas in the serial condition the statistical information was followed by 4 or 16 statements. To see whether the encounter format effect could be explained in this way, we conducted a follow-up experiment that manipulated the order of the two types of information.
ExpErimENt 2
In our second experiment, we addressed the concern that our initial finding was due to a recency effect by manipulating the presentation order of the statistical and individual information. Also, we were interested in examining the emotional salience of the individual information to see how this might affect subjects' weighting of information. We expected subjects to judge events to be more likely when they read salient testimonials from individuals describing their experience than when the same outcome was simply stated, as in Experiment 1. contradicted statistical data when the individual information was presented serially rather than in a summarized format (see Table 3 ). Also, they gave higher percentage estimates when there were 16, rather than 4, counter cases [F (1, 389) indicates that events were rated as less likely when the low statistical base rate was viewed just before the likelihood judgment; that is, we found a recency effect. Importantly, however, we did not find an overall two-way interaction between encounter format and order of the statistical information, indicating that the encounter format effect was no smaller when the low statistical base rate was viewed just before the likelihood judgment. This finding was followed up by an ANOVA that examined only data from subjects who received the statistical information just before judging the likelihood of an event's occurrence. We still found an effect of encounter format [F(1,196 ) 5 8.10, p 5 .0049, η 2 p 5 .0397], indicating that the effect of serially presented information cannot be accounted for by the recency effect. Graphs of the main effects for each presentation order are shown in Figure 2 .
In the general analysis, we failed to find an effect of description level of the testimonials [F (1, 389) Figure 2 , subjects were more influenced by information from individuals that 
Discussion
Our second experiment showed that the effects of encounter frequency cannot be accounted for by a recency effect. Subjects did judge events to be more likely when they viewed the individual, not the statistical, information just prior to the dependent measures. However, this downward shift to overall lower estimates did not affect the magnitude of the difference between the serial and summarized conditions, as shown in Figure 2 . When considering only the cases in which the statistic was viewed prior to the individual information, we still found an effect of encounter frequency. Therefore, information presented serially is given more weight than when it is summarized, regardless of the order in which it is received.
The effect of the number of individuals found in Experiment 1 was also replicated. Again, subjects judged events to be more likely when they viewed information from 16, rather than 4, people, 75% of whom reported experiencing the event.
Interestingly, we failed to find an effect of the description level of the individual information. Subjects judged events to be equally likely, whether they viewed descriptive testimonials from individuals or short, dry statements from each person. It is unlikely that we lacked the statistical power to detect this effect, given our large sample size, but our testimonials might not have been individuating or emotional enough. In order to keep the description level manipulation controlled, we did not give names to the individuals or show pictures of them. Perhaps if we had done so we would have found the predicted effect; but it is interesting that the effect of testimonials does not appear to be as robust as expected.
As in the first experiment, we found that subjects with higher numerical abilities tended to give overall lower percentage estimates than did those who were less numerate. Additionally, those giving lower percentage estimates tended to score higher on the CRT, so it appears that more mathematically savvy and reflective thinkers are less influenced by individual cases that counter statistical information.
Also consistent with Experiment 1, we failed to find a relationship between encounter frequency and numeracy. Numerate subjects were no less susceptible to the tendency to give greater weight to serially presented information, in on the description level factor, we conducted a more sensitive ANOVA that focused only on responses to the descriptive and nondescriptive accounts (only the serial conditions). Again, we failed to find evidence of an effect of emotional testimonials [F(1,394) 5 0.01, p 5 .9082]. Subjects did not appear to give the individual counter cases more weight when they contained emotional wording and descriptive content than when they were dry and without detail.
individual Difference measures
We conducted three sets of analyses using the individual difference measures (see Table 4 ). First, we correlated subjects' average percentage estimates across the four scenarios to their numeracy, CRT score (Frederick, 2005), SAT-Q score, gender, and exposure to statistics and/or probability theory. As in Experiment 1, less numerate subjects tended to estimate events to be overall more likely than did more numerate subjects (see Table 4 ), although this relationship was marginally significant using our corrected alpha ( p 5 .0058). Additionally, subjects with lower CRT scores gave higher percentage estimates.
Next, we correlated our six individual difference measures with subjects' encounter frequency bias. This was measured, as in Experiment 1, by subtracting each subject's mean percentage estimates for the serially presented scenarios from their mean percentage estimates for the summarized scenarios. Higher values indicate greater sensitivity to encounter frequency. Again, as in Experiment 1, we found no relationship between subjects' numeracy levels and their sensitivity to encounter frequency. Also, we failed to find a relationship between encounter frequency sensitivity and any of our five other individual difference measures.
Finally, we examined the correlations among our six individual difference measures. Subjects higher in numeracy tended to be male, score higher on the CRT, report higher SAT-Q scores, and have more exposure to statistics. Subjects who performed well on the SAT-Q also reported a background in statistics and probability theory. Lastly, those with statistics exposure generally had been exposed to probability theory. 2.00 -Note-Mean percentage refers to subjects' judgments regarding the events' occurring across the four scenarios. Encounter frequency bias was found by subtracting the mean percentages each subject gave in the summarized conditions from their judgments in the serial conditions. CRT, cognitive reflection task; SAT-Q, SAT quantitative scores. * p , .0013 (39 correlations total; α 5 .05/27 5 .0019).
example, one of the data sets gave the probability of an event to be 20% based on a sample of 750, 15% based on a sample of 1,000, 30% based on 100 cases, and three other percentage-sample-size combinations. According to the encounter frequency account, subjects should weight these probabilities equally (that is, average together 20%, 15%, 30%, etc.), whereas a more normative account would predict that they would weight the data according to sample size.
Across the six data sets, we manipulated, within subjects, the percentages in the data sets to be low, medium, or high in value. Two of the six data sets gave percentages in a low probability range, from 0% to 40%; the example above was from this range. Two data sets gave percentage data in a middle range, from 30% to 80%, whereas the remaining two provided data in a high probability range, from 70% to 100%.
Our main variable of interest was percentage-sample-size pairing. For three of the six data sets, one from each probability range, there were more instances toward the high end of the range showing the event of interest to be likely, but these were paired with smaller sample sizes. In the remaining three data sets, there were more instances suggesting that the event likelihood was toward the low end of the range, but these values were paired with smaller sample sizes. This method allowed us to contrast the encounter frequency and normative models, because they gave opposite predictions regarding the two types of data sets within each of the probability ranges (see Figure 3) . The encounter frequency model predicts that subjects will give lower percentage estimates when they see more low than high percentages, whereas a normative model predicts that they will give higher estimates in this case, because higher percentage cases are paired with larger samples. If subjects considered both the frequency of cases and sample size, our manipulation of percentage and sample size pairing would have no effect, and thus might not show support for either model.
Both the data range and percentage-sample-size pairing were varied within subjects. Thus, all subjects viewed each of the six data sets. The pairing of data set and story (e.g., hyenas with short vs. long fur) was varied between subjects in one of two pairings. Also, the order of the stories (Order 1 or 2) and the presentation of the data within each story (Order 1 or 2) were varied between subjects, so we had eight between-subjects conditions in total.
results percentage Estimates
We found an effect of percentage-sample-size pairing, as predicted by the encounter frequency account [F(1,90) 5 127.72, p , .0001, η 2 p 5 .5866]. Subjects' percentage estimates were higher when a data set provided more large-percentage instances, despite these instances being paired with smaller sample sizes. Also, subjects were highly sensitive to the probability range of the data [F(2,180) 5 2,836.35, p , .0001, η 2 p 5 .9692], such that their estimates closely matched whether the data were in the low-, medium-, or high-range categories. Both of these main effects are apparent in Figure 3 . Additionally, there were a few interactions involving our counterbalancing factors that are not of major theoretical interest. 3
measures of individual Differences
Again, three of the stories given to subjects paired higher percentages with lower sample sizes, whereas the other three paired lower percentages with lower sample sizes. For each subject we calculated the average difference between their responses for these two levels of the percentage-sample-size pairing factor. If subjects gave equal weight to all percentages given in each of the six relative to summarized information, than were less numerate subjects. We also failed to find any relationships between an encounter frequency bias and scores on the CRT or SAT-Q, gender, or exposure to statistics or probability. Again, this fits with the idea that the encounter frequency effect arises due to a low-level cognitive mechanism not greatly affected by individual differences.
ExpErimENt 3
In Experiments 1 and 2, we controlled whether data were presented case by case or in a single instance to show that sequential data are weighted more than are data summarized together. It is not clear whether the encounter frequency effect is specific to the influence of individual cases. If people base their likelihood estimates on the number of encounters with no attention to sample size, we should find analogous effects, even if none of the information presented to subjects is an individual case or testimonial. We tested this prediction in Experiment 3. Specifically, we held constant the number of encounters, but varied how different outcomes were paired with different sample sizes. Unlike our first two experiments, each encounter consisted of a group of outcomes. As a consequence, we used probabilistic data, rather than the dichotomous outcomes. The prediction afforded by our encounter frequency account was that encounters would be weighted equally, regardless of sample size. This prediction is in contrast to a more normative model that states that people weight data according to sample size.
method Subjects
For course credit, 99 undergraduates participated.
materials and procedure
This computer-based study was run in a lab. Subjects were asked to imagine that they were nature preserve workers trying to learn about different types of animals, and that at a zoology conference, they talked to other nature preserve workers about their experiences with various animals-for example, "There are hyenas at the nature preserve. You notice that some hyenas have long fur, but others have short fur. You talk to other nature preserve caretakers about how often they've seen long-haired hyenas." Subjects then read percentage and sample size information from six different individuals regarding the animal of interest (e.g., "One of the caretakers tells you that of the 750 hyenas he has seen, 20% had long hair. Another nature preserve worker says . . ."). As in Experiment 2, each statement was given on a separate Web page. Subjects were then asked to estimate the chances that the next animal born on their nature preserve of the given type would have the characteristic of interest (e.g., that the next hyena born on the nature preserve would have long hair). They used a 9-point rating scale and gave a percentage estimate for each of six animals. As in our previous experiments, these dependent measures gave nearly identical results, so only the percentage measure is reported. We chose animals that subjects would likely be familiar with, but that they would be unlikely to know much about.
Finally, we gave subjects a numeracy scale (Lipkus et al., 2001 ) similar to that used in Experiments 1 and 2, and collected information on exposure to probability theory and statistics, as well as gender.
Design
The experimental stimuli consisted of six data sets that were combined with six different animal stories. Each data set consisted of six probabilities, each with a corresponding sample size. For more likely than the latter. Thus, less numerate subjects had a greater tendency to ignore sample size information than did subjects scoring higher on the numeracy scale (r 5 2.3439, p 5 .0005). Table 5 summarizes the relationships among the individual difference measures and the extent to which subjects neglected sample size.
Discussion
Experiment 3 tested whether subjects' probability estimates are consistent with a normative account that weights data according to sample size or an encounter frequency account that gives data instances equal weight. Subjects' percentage estimates were highly similar to that predicted by the latter (see Figure 3) . This experiment adds to the findings of the first two experiments by showing that, when integrating data, people give each piece of data very similar weight, despite differences in the sample size of those data. Also, this study shows that the encounter frequency idea applies to probabilistic data. Subjects considered percentage data rather than the individual dichotomous outcomes used in Experiments 1 and 2.
However, unlike our first two experiments, Experiment 3 showed that numeracy relates to how subjects integrate probabilistic information. More numerate subjects gave slight consideration to sample size, unlike less numerate subjects, who appeared to ignore it completely. Perhaps we found this effect here and not in Experiments 1 and 2 because in this experiment sample size information was explicitly mentioned, separate from the outcome data. For example, in the earlier experiments, subjects read about individual outcomes presented one after another or about three out of four people, in contrast to 15% of 1,000 cases. The sample size of four is necessary to interpret the three cases as constituting 75% of the total, whereas the value 15% can stand alone. This may prompt more numerate subjects to infer that perhaps sample size is a relevant piece of information (Grice, 1975) .
Overall, this experiment provides support for our encounter frequency account. When deciding how likely an event is, it appears that people rely on the average of their experiences, to the complete or near exclusion of sample size information. stories, they would estimate the percentage chance of the events in the first set of three stories described to be, on average, 16% higher than the latter set of three stories. If subjects weighted the percentages according to sample size, they would instead weight the first set of stories as being 16% less likely than the second set. Using a median split, we found that low-numerate subjects almost perfectly fit with the encounter frequency prediction: They weighted events described by higher percentages paired with lower sample sizes to be 17.04% (η 2 p 5 .8298) more likely than events described by low percentages paired with smaller samples. High-numerate subjects also showed this pattern, but instead they judged the first type of events to be only 9.14% (η 2 p 5 .3689) found the predicted interaction between encounter format and number. In Experiment 2, this interaction fell short of significance ( p 5 .0895), so the issue of representation remains an interesting future question.
In addition to our main effect, we found other effects of interest. To start with, in Experiment 1, subjects' percentage estimates were surprisingly high in the condition in which they were given only statistical information. We had expected that subjects would simply read the scenario that included the base rate of an event, and, when asked the percentage chance of the event's occurrence, would simply copy down the percentage they had just read. However, a sizable portion did not do this. The statistical base rates given to subjects ranged from 1% to 6% in the five scenarios used, but the mean percentage estimate in this statistic-only condition was more than 14%. Thus, although many subjects estimated the chances of an event to be equal to that statistical base rate, a surprising number gave higher estimates. Looking at subjects' explanations, it was not uncommon to see statements like "It's unlikely to happen, so I guessed 15%." If subjects' explanations are taken at face value, it seems that some of them formed an approximate representation of the statistic (e.g., low chance) and reinterpreted this gist as a higher value (e.g., 15%). Since the statistics given in the first two experiments were low values, it makes sense that reinterpreted gists would be, on average, greater than the actual statistics, because the lower end of the percentage scale is bounded by 0. Reyna and Brainerd's (1995) fuzzy trace theory purports that people prefer to reason using gist representations, including when they are considering numbers. This is consistent with our account that subjects are using an alternative representation, such as the frequency of encounters, rather than the exact numbers given, to estimate the chances of an event's occurring.
It was also interesting that subjects showed extreme neglect of sample size. In Experiment 3, less numerate subjects completely ignored sample size, whereas more numerate subjects showed only a slight consideration of this factor. In Experiments 1 and 2, subjects greatly increased their event likelihood judgments when only a few individual cases countering a low statistic were given, whether these cases were given in a summarized or sequential format. Percentage estimates of how likely an event was to occur doubled when just a few individuals' information was given, in addition to statistical data that summarized anywhere from 1,000 to 100,000 data points. Another jump in likelihood estimation was seen in comparing responses to the conditions in which subjects read about 16, rather than 4, individuals. Since all of the statistics were based on very large samples, this sensitivity to a few counter cases seems drastic. This is especially surprising, because we purposely kept the individual information impersonal so that it provided no additional information, as compared with the statistical data. Andrea did not determine how likely her new stereo was to break by asking her friends or family (who might have idiosyncratic characteristics similar to hers); she talked to strangers who happened to be in the electronics store with her. Subjects may use a heuristic approach in which information from a few local strangers is more trustworthy than statistical
GENErAl DiSCuSSiON
The data we have presented here are consistent with our theory of encounter frequency. In the first two experiments, we showed that subjects give more weight to information presented piece by piece than to the same data given in a summarized statement. Specifically, subjects' judgments about the likelihood of an event were shifted further away from a low statistical value when they read about people who experienced the event individually, rather than when people's experiences were summarized together. We found this effect to be independent of the order of individual versus statistical information, and it does not appear to be affected by the descriptiveness of the individual data.
In Experiment 3, we tested whether people weight data equally according to the encounters they experience or according to sample size. We found that subjects' estimates of event likelihoods are consistent with an encounter frequency account; that is, they give instances nearly equal weight, despite data being based on vastly differing sample sizes. Although we assume that other factors than encounter format influence the weight that data are given, the experiments presented here show that encounter format itself does affect how people weight data. This finding contributes to an explanation of why people so commonly overlook sample size, even to the extent of undervaluing statistical data in the face of a few contradictory anecdotes.
Although our findings show a general effect of encounter frequency, we found mixed results across Experiments 1 and 2 regarding our prediction that this effect would be greater when there were more cases that countered the low statistical value. Because numerous studies support the position that humans have a nonverbal numerical representation system (e.g., Dehaene, Dehaene-Lambertz, & Cohen, 1998; Hurewitz, Gelman, & Schnitzer, 2006) and that people automatically track at least some frequencies (e.g., Hasher & Zacks, 1984) , we suspected that people would be sensitive to the number of encounters they have had with a given category. Such a system would be very useful, but could lead to sample size neglect in an environment composed of encounters that differ in how much information they provide (e.g., statistical summary data vs. single-case examples). We expected the conditions with 16 individuals with their data presented serially to yield a greater encounter frequency effect than the 4-individual serial condition because, in the 16-individual condition, subjects should have had 5 encounters indicating that the event was rare (the statistic 1 4 individuals) and 12 encounters indicating that the event was common (12 individuals reported experiencing the event). In contrast, in the 4-individual serial condition, subjects should have had 2 encounters indicating that the event was rare (the statistic 1 1 individual) and 3 encounters indicating that the event was common (3 individuals reported the event). If subjects encode the frequency of encounters as we have suggested, they may compute the difference or ratio in the number of encounters they have had showing that an event occurs often or rarely. Either the difference or the ratio would be more extreme in the 16-individual condition (5 vs. 12) than in the 4-individual condition (2 vs. 3). In Experiment 1, we ments of event frequencies were shifted further from the low statistic when they saw counter cases presented piece by piece, as they would be in the natural world, than when those same data were summarized using natural frequencies (i.e., 3 out of 4; 12 out of 16). This suggests that data acquired via natural sampling are not treated the same as identical data summarized in a natural frequency format. In our experiments, the former were given greater consideration than the latter.
Our encounter frequency account also has parallels with the validity effect (Hasher, Goldstein, & Toppino, 1977) , which shows that repeatedly presented statements are judged to be more valid than statements presented only once. Our sequential presentation format did not repeat information over and over again, which could prompt subjects to infer that it was especially important; it gave different pieces of information one by one, rather than providing all of the data in a single instance. Thus, we did not tell the subject four times that a given person's stereo had broken, but instead relayed the experiences of four separate individuals. Additionally, our results in Experiment 3 are predicted by the encounter frequency account but are beyond the scope of the validity effect, since we held the number of presentations constant. Nevertheless, both our account and the validity effect show that people are sensitive to the frequency of encounters they have with information. It is possible that the encounter frequency effect is the mechanism underlying the validity effect, if subjects encode repeated presentations of the same information as separate encounters.
In this article, we have argued that when laypeople acquire information about the chances of an event, they tend to encode each experience, even if that experience is composed of many instances, as if it provided a fixed amount of information. In other words, we think that people are paying little, if any, attention to sample size; instead, they just keep track of the outcomes they experience. In an environment without statistics, this simplification of information makes sense; there is no need to consider the sample size of an outcome if you are dealing with single events. We suspect that the encounter frequency effect is automatic, but a definitive test awaits further research. Also, we point out that it must be the case that the tendency to weight data by encounters can be modified or overridden by higher level cognition, since this effect was shown to be less extreme in more numerate subjects in Experiment 3.
People's tendency to overlook sample size when comparing information from statistical and individual sources has been shown time and again (Borgida & Nisbett, 1977; Fong et al.,1986; Nisbett et al., 1983; Nisbett & Ross, 1980; Stanovich, 2001) . The overweighting of individual data has been explained by its supposed salience and emotionality, as compared with dry statistical information. However, statistics often summarize many data in a single encounter, whereas individual experiences provide relatively little information but may total many encounters. We suggest that this imbalance in the number of encounters relative to the amount of data prompts judgments that favor individual instances over statistical data. This perspective sheds some light on situations in which one appears to overlook sample size information by making a judgment in line with data that might represent only people residing in a distant place, and they might apply this heuristic approach even when there is no reason to believe that the individual cases are more informative than the statistical data are. In any event, this increase in likelihood estimation is in line with our encounter frequency account, which predicts that summarized statistical data will be treated in a manner similar to a single datum, such that a few cases can greatly shift one's perception of the chances of an event.
Next, we found that subjects higher in numeracy and reflective thinking were less biased by anecdotes that contradicted a low statistical base rate; that is, when compared with subjects lower in numeracy and reflective thinking, these subjects gave overall lower event likelihood estimates that were closer in line with the large-sample statistical data. This is not surprising, given the growing literature relating numeracy and judgment (Obrecht, Chapman, & Gelman, 2007; Peters et al., 2006) , and also given that higher cognitive ability has been associated with use of sample size information (Kokis, Macpherson, Toplak, West, & Stanovich, 2002) .
However, when we correlated our individual difference measures with subjects' degree of encounter frequency bias, we found no relationships in Experiments 1 and 2. In Experiment 3, we found that more numerate, statistically trained male subjects tended to pay slight attention to sample size. This fits with our expectation that persons trained in research methodology and/or statistics, such as psychology graduate students, would be more likely to override this encounter frequency effect with their inclination to consider sample size (Lehman, Lempert, & Nisbett, 1988) . In Experiment 3, but not in the first two experiments, sample size information was explicitly given as a number separate from the outcome information (e.g., "out of 1,000 hyenas, 10% . . ." vs. "3 out of 4," or "The first person reported . . ."). This difference may have cued more numerate subjects to give some consideration to sample size, unlike less numerate subjects, who completely ignored it, as predicted by our account. It is possible that the right content domain could trigger even innumerate subjects to show some sensitivity to sample size (Nisbett et al., 1983; Obrecht, Chapman, & Suarez, 2009) .
Our encounter frequency account relates to work that distinguishes between receiving risk information from description versus experience. Gottlieb, Weiss, and Chapman (2007) and Hertwig, Barron, Weber, and Erev (2004) have shown that subjects make different decisions depending on whether they learn about probabilities by simply being told what they are (e.g., 2%) rather than by sampling individual events to learn from experience. Thus, the format in which information is given is an important consideration when studying decision making and statistical reasoning alike.
Similarly, Brase and Barbey (2006) , Cosmides and Tooby (1996) , and Gigerenzer and Hoffrage (1995) claimed that humans should be sensitive to natural frequencies, since this would have been the primary method of obtaining probabilistic information during our evolution. Our belief is that this evolutionary explanation may apply better to experienced information than to summarized natural frequencies. This is because, in our first two experiments, subjects' judg-
